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M E X I C O - U . S .  R E L A T I O N S

M
exico may be very confused and
de bate may rage about its role in
the world, but nobody doubts that

its most important relationship is with the United
States. The two countries have one of the most
complex bilateral relationships in the world. A
history of distance and misunderstandings, af -
fronts and prejudices combines now with a
strategic trade partnership and a shared popu-
lation of several million people. It is a relation -
ship that also has diverse institutional devel-
opment and extremely varied levels of dialogue,
but that globally has tended to become more

complex and to move with an initial aware-
ness of interdependence —asymmetrical, but
interdependent all the same.
Astrology is not compatible with internatio n -

al relations, but we can borrow the me taphor
of the alignment of the stars. At the beginning of
the Fox administration, everything seemed pro -
pitious for thinking that there would be a sig-
nificant deepening of economic integration and
better understanding between the two coun-
tries. To the perennial concern about Mexico’s
stability was now added another element: al -
ternation in office. The Bush administration
began its term with a politically and economi-
cally stable neighbor that had become a democ-
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Fox with Arnold Schwarzenegger talking about migratory accords.



racy governed by a party that support-
ed the ideas of the open market and
free enterprise. As good as it gets. In
addition, Mexico’s new president was
Bush’s friend and, in theory, that would
simplify things.
In the heat of this idyllic state of

affairs, the Mexican administration de -
cided to play hard ball and put forward
three major issues in a very short time.
The first move was proposing a migra-
tory accord with the United States that,
among other things, would regularize
the situation of the millions of Mex -
icans living and working there. The
second was part of hemispheric affairs:
Mexico’s withdrawal from the Inter-
American Treaty of Reciprocal Assis -
tance (TIAR), an old instrument dating
from the Cold War. The third was
linked to multilateral issues: our entry
into the UN Security Council as a non-
permanent member.
It is not very useful to think what

would have happened if September
11, 2001 had not occurred. Perhaps
things would have been a bed of roses,
but reality reared its ugly head, show-
ing that 9/11 was disastrous for Mex -
ico in many ways. In the first place, our
round-about, twisted answer to the
gravest tragedy our neighbors had ever
experienced smashed the idyllic begin -
nings. The friendly, but severe re proach -
es that then-U.S. Ambassador Jeffrey
Davidow aimed at us for our inability
to offer our affection and solidarity still
echo in the hallways of the offices where
people were making miserable political
calculations about what was conve nient
to say or not to say about the tra gedy.1

To complete the outrage, the Brazi lians
invoked the TIAR, which, to our great
misfortune, we had denounced a few
days before, in order to back up the
injured United States in every way.

Enmeshed in secular prejudices and
political futurism, as well as being out
of the game, Mexico could not have
been in worse conditions.
It is true that the emotional res -

ponse was not what our neighbor could
have hoped for, but undeniably, from
the first days, Mexico became a trust-
worthy partner in unfolding the border
defense strategy, control of foreigners
and safeguarding freight and transpor -
tation in the entire region.
The consequences of 9/11 were

many, but overall, Mexico disappeared
from the Bush administration’s list of
priorities. The migratory treaty and a
timid proposal to think about greater

integration labeled “NAFTA Plus” were
frozen out. Neither the political con-
ditions nor the mood existed to reex-
amine the issues constructively. Bush’s
unfortunate decision to invade Iraq
with no evidence and even contrary to
the evidence of the non-existence of
weapons of mass destruction compli-
cated things. In the UN, Mexico main -
tained a very coherent position de fend -
ing international legality and the system
of inspections headed up by Hans Blix,
but the frictions with the White House
were important and added yet another
spot to the tiger.
Relations between the two countries

are so broad that even on lower levels

of priority, they continue to have their
own dynamic and not all go through
government offices. Beyond hurt feel-
ings and mutual misunderstandings,
North America exists as an economic,
commercial space. The multinational
companies established in Mexico and
the United States, as well as the fi nan -
cial system, flows of tourism and labor
markets have their own dynamic, and,
with supplementary regulations, con-
trols and a great deal of coordination,
they demanded their space to devel-
op, regardless of the mood of the two
countries’ presidents. 
In any case, the inertia of a trade

balance of almost U.S.$400 billion, a
shared population of several million
people with two passports, and many
other things, like social, academic, re -
ligious and business networks, forced
things to move forward, albeit more
slowly.
Security concerns framed bilateral

cooperation, which is how the Action
Plan for Border Cooperation, the Alli -
ance for the Border (intelligent borders)
and programs for safe repatriation, the
containment of illegal Cen tral Amer -
icans, the joint fight against smuggling
of persons and what was achieved with
the OASISS Program came about.2

Although with a lower profile than
security measures, some other ad -
van ces were made that are worth review-
ing. One has had a significant impact
in protecting emigrants’ property and
the flow of foreign currency into Mex -
ico. Jointly, Mexico worked to register
emigrants at its consulates and the U.S.
Treasury Department, with Rosario Ma -
rin’s decided support, loosened the
requirements for millions of persons to
get bank accounts so they could send
their remittances safely and more eco -
nomically. This is no minor matter.
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The Partnership for Prosperity also
made it possible to create a treaty with
the Overseas Pri vate Investment Cor -
por ation (OPIC) to protect investments.3

Among the Fox administration’s achieve -
 ments is also having solved the 1992-
2002 difference about the distribution
and debt of water.
As the years passed, and with Iraq

looming in the background, the relation -
 ship went through some very tense mo -
 ments, particularly with regard to two
issues: 1) insecurity along the Mex  ican
border, particularly in Nuevo La redo, and
2) the radicalization of sectors of so ciety,
the media and parts of the legislature
about the question of ille gal immigration.
With regard to the first point, the

Mexican state’s weakness undermined
authority in the border municipality of
Nuevo Laredo. Daily shoot-outs be tween
drug lords and the subjection of local
police to organized crime sparked very
harsh statements by the U.S. em  bassy
in our country, which were answered
by the Ministry of Foreign Relations
in a kind of upward spiral of declara-
tions that severely tensed the climate
of bilateral relations for some weeks.
The second issue has several as pects.

Some are localized but serious risks, like
the actions of the Minu temen, while
others have a less visible but more de -
s tructive effect. Anti-Mexican sentiment
in many television broadcasts has been
growing and is increasingly flagrant and
intransigent. Some academics began
to say that Mexican emigrants were
incapable of being assimilated and re p -
resented a threat to national identity
itself! These pernicious ideas often do
more damage than the violence of ranch-
ers angered by illegals’ crossing the
border. The ideological debate in Mex -
 ico has not been anything we should
be proud of either. Primitive anti-U.S.

sentiments were expressed increasing-
ly openly in statements by politicians
and the media, statements that syste -
matically minimized Mexico’s respon-
sibility of containing the smuggling of
illegals (an activity sometimes linked to
organized crime) and of guaranteeing
the rule of law within its borders.
All this anti-emigrant ideology was

loudly echoed in the U.S. House of
Representatives, which approved the
polemical Sensenbrenner bill, which,
among other things, includes the build -
ing of a fence along some stretches of
the border and makes anyone who for
any reason helps an illegal a felon. The
bill is so profoundly aberrant that the

opposition of an impressive array of so -
cial and political forces (which merit a
study of their own), business interests
and special support from the Catholic
Church achieved such an enormous
political effect that it did not pass the
Senate. The last page remains to be
written, but we can already say that for
the moment the most recalcitrant, ra d -
ical tendencies have been neutralized
and the possibility of finding a balance
between security and migration has
gained more political support, signifi-
cantly that of President Bush and cer-
tain sectors of his party.
In the last period of the Fox admi n -

istration, relations have been marked

by a renewed will to rebuild the agen-
da in a more cooperative manner. The
basis has been established for making
real tri-lateral relations in the frame-
work of the Security and Prosperity
Partnership of North America, whose
main virtue is putting security and the
need to jointly advance the region’s pros -
perity and competitiveness on the same
level, a prospect that helps us out of the
swamp that the security paradigm had
sunk us in for almost three years.
Personal attitudes have gone back

to being cordial. The difference be tween
the cool, irritated Bush who visited Los
Cabos for the 2002 APEC meeting and
the friendly, accommodating man who
visited Cancún in 2006 is enormous,
even though the change will be of lit-
tle use at this late date. 
In short, what’s done is done. And

the absence of a definite policy for the
Mexico of 2000 has led the United
States to miss out on a good opportuni-
ty to explore another kind of relation-
ship with its southern neighbor. The
beginning of the administration could
not have been more promising. On its
southern border, the United States had
for the first time in history a triple com -
bination that may not be repeated for
many years: a democratic government,
stability and an ideological stance com -
patible with the opening of markets and
economic integration.
Vicente Fox waited in vain for

Washing ton strategists to understand
and value that moment, and con se quen  t -
ly make it possible to handle relations
in a much more cooperative framework
that would stimulate a search for bridges
that could help mitigate the differences
and historic mistrust and develop the
basis for a platform to jointly face a large
part of the challenges of the twenty-
first century, which, as neighbors and
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trade partners, we have no choice but
to face together.
Mexico’s traditionalists, who con-

tinue to uphold its classical foreign po  l -
icy values, gained ground with the
pu blic. A recent poll by Zogby Inter -
national and the Center for Research
for Development (CIDAC) shows that 36
percent of Mexicans consider the United
States a distant neighbor; 18 percent
catalogue it as a threat; while 20 per-
cent consider it a partner and only 12
percent, a friend.4

As these pages are being written,
we do not know who the next president
of Mexico will be. However, I do not
think it probable that 2000’s favorable
conditions will be repeated, and I ac -
cept that lack of expertise and uncon-

trollable events made it impossible to
get more out of those favorable condi -
tions. Even so, the inertia of the econo m -
ic, social and cultural actors will force
the two governments, no matter what
their state of mind or political ideolo-
gy, to seek out new bridges for under-
standing since we can do anything but
stop being neighbors with a growing
num ber of shared interests.

NOTES

1 About this issue, see Jeffrey Davidow, The US
and Mexico. The Bear and the Porcupine (Prin ce -
ton, NJ: Markus Wiener Publishers, 2003).
[Editor’s Note.]

2 Mexico’s Ministry of Foreign Relations, Mi n -
istry of the Interior and Attorney General’s

Office reported that as one of the measures
to protect migrants, avoid impunity and
strengthen border security, they had agreed
with the Department of Homeland Se curity’s
U.S. Customs and Border Protection division
to begin the OASISS Program, which consisted
of criminally prosecuting traffickers and smug -
glers of persons in the border region. See the
joint press release published August 17, 2005
at <http://www.embassyofmexico. org/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view&id=21
4&Itemid=124> Consulted May 30, 2006.
[Editor’s Note.]

3 Established by Presidents George W. Bush and
Vicente Fox in September 2001, the Partner -
ship for Prosperity was forged with the shared
vision of “unfettering the economic potential
of every citizen so each may contribute fully
to narrowing the economic gaps between and
within our societies.” See <http://sociedadpar-
alaprosperidad.bog.mx/p4p_php> [Editor’s
Note.]

4 Cómo miramos al vecino. Report of the CIDAC-
Zogby Mexico-U.S. poll, March 2006. See
<www.cidac.org>
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